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Dress for
C

lothes are about more than function and
fashion. They can also be miracle workers.
The right outfit can camouflage those spots
you don’t like and make you feel a dress size
smaller. Forget slogging it out at the gym or
trying the latest diet craze — if you know
what works for your shape, you can easily
hide a few extra kilos.
Personal stylist and shopper, Kerry Athanassiou from Style
Culture says the secret is simply knowing your body shape,
then working out how to enhance the bits you like while
disguising those you’re not so keen on.
BW Magazine took three women with three different body

HOURGLASS
JENNIFER FITZPATRICK, 36
The mother of three (aged 3, 2 and eight months),
from Dulwich Hill, is about to return to work as a
teacher and doesn’t know how to dress her new
post-baby shape.

BEFORE
“Everything about my body has changed
since having kids. I was athletic, slim, a normal
C-cup and could wear anything,” Fitzpatrick
says. “I used to live in skinny hipster jeans but
I’m now a lot more top-heavy than I used to
be, and the tummy is bigger.”

AFTER
“I’ve been wearing tracky dacks for so long
and this makes me feel feminine again,”
she says. “The ‘50s look complements the
larger bust size. Kerry told me to wear
smaller prints and a bit more panelling
around the mid-section, instead of
trying to hide it. She has given me a lot
of confidence now to go out shopping
because I know what suits me.”
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A feminine 1950s vibe has
given Jennifer Fitzpatrick
a confidence boost as she
returns to the workforce,
and flatters her curvier
post-baby body.
Paul Dane white polka-dot
dress, $69.95,
wide belt, $29.95

● The dress creates a beautiful outline.
Dresses that go in at the waist balance the
top and bottom. The thickness of the fabric
holds her in and shows off her great legs and
narrow ankles. Plus the positioning of the
box pleat on the skirt opens up her shape.
● A closed box pleat falls straight down,
while an open pleat gives you an A-line
shape. Here the pleats start just under the
hip line, which is flattering because it’s not
going out at the widest point.
● The dress is seamed at the waist, which is
flattering. Also, on this dress you have 5-10cm
before the box pleat starts at the skirt, so it flares
out below the widest point.
● The neckline crosses over to create a flattering line
along the decolletage and the top part of the dress
works as a corset. It cinches her in.
● The fun polka-dot print is flattering because smaller
prints take away from an area you don’t want to
focus on. The eye likes to focus on one particular area
naturally, but this way it’s too busy to fix on one spot.
● The thick red belt grabs attention and defines the
waist. A skinny belt would be lost among the print.
● Cap sleeves don’t cut off your arm; the way they sit
just over the shoulder creates more balance with
your hips. A longer sleeve cuts off your arm and adds
bulk. Sometimes it’s better not to cover up.
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Deaneen Webster’s
flowing maxi dress is a
look she’d never normally
try, but the cinched waist
enhances her shape
and the ankle length
suits her height.
Witchery Petal maxi
dress, $149.95

